Date: 17th April 2020

Subject: Discontinuation of Hochiki ACA-ASN Multi Criteria Sensor

To whom it may concern

The ACA-ASN Addressable multi-criteria sensor approved to Australian standards (AS7240.5 & 7 Class P (A1 or B) by Activfire has ceased manufacturing and distribution into the Australian market due to component obsoletion.

The direct successor to the ACA-ASN shall be the first of Hochiki’s latest generation range of sensor, the ACC-ASN. Hochiki’s latest generation range of sensor has enhanced performance chambers incorporating software advances making the ACC-ASN smarter and more immune to noise and false alarms than ever before.

The ACC-ASN multi-criteria sensor is approved to Australian Standards (AS7240.5 & 7 Class P (A1 or C) and Activfire registered (afp-3182).

The ACC-ASN is approved and compatible for use with the following FDCIE:

- Kentec Electronics Ltd – Taktis, Syncro AS

Should you have any questions or would like to discuss the above further, please don’t hesitate to contact the Hochiki Australia office on +61 (0) 2 9738 5566 or sales@hochikiaustralia.com